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May 17, 2022 
 

The Honorable Bobby Scott 
Chairman 
House Committee on Education and Labor 
2176 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
 
The Honorable Virginia Foxx 
Ranking Member 
House Committee on Education and Labor 
2101 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
 
Re: Wage Theft Prevention and Wage Recovery Act (H.R. 7701) 
 
 
Dear Chairman Scott and Ranking Member Foxx: 
 
We submit this letter for the record to express our concerns with H.R. 7701, the Wage Theft Prevention and Wage 
Recovery Act, legislation that would impose new requirements and potential fines on private sector businesses regarding 
payment of wages.   
 
In overseeing enforcement of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), we understand 
that Members of the Committee and Congress have interest in ensuring that businesses and individuals comply with 
federal wage requirements. At times, businesses fail to compensate workers properly due to confusion, negligence or 
sometimes dishonesty, which warrants legal recourse to ensure workers are made whole. 
 
Unfortunately, even if H.R. 7701 is well intended, this legislation applies heavy-handed stipulations, stifling costs, is an 
unwarranted expansion of DOL powers, and grants government policing powers to special interest groups like unions. It 
would do more to undermine American workers and businesses than it could ever do to address legitimate instances of 
improper wages and payments.  
 
Some troubling provisions of H.R. 7701 include: 
 

• Massively increasing civil penalties from $1,100 for a violation to $12,340 for tipped employees, with other penalties 

as high as $22,030. Additionally, up to $110,150 in fines could be inflicted by DOL for each employee if DOL 

determines a person has “repeatedly or willfully” violated wage policy. These punitive fines not only encourage a 

“policing for profit” motive within DOL that could bankrupt businesses and cripple industries, but they will also have a 

major stifling effect, causing businesses to hire fewer workers as well as reduce overtime and flexible work policies 

that benefit workers. Additionally, the risk of harsh penalties for misclassification could stifle independent work and 

jeopardize the livelihood of countless entrepreneurs and small businesses.       

• Imposing massive payment requirements on employers of not only newly-determined “prevailing rates” but two to 

three times that rate when DOL determines a worker has lost wages due to employer error or intent. Such pay could 

bankrupt some businesses and is unwarranted excess for the process of recovering lost wages for workers.  

• Providing federal grants, and powers, to chosen entities in order to police businesses and industries on behalf of DOL. 

Entities will be empowered to disseminate information to employees, conduct trainings independently and with the 

DOL, assist employees in filing claims, assist agencies in conducting investigations, monitor compliance of laws, and 

more─ including currently undisclosed powers granted by DOL in the future. Not only is this grant program set up to  
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favor labor unions and other certain entities based on selection criteria, but it expands government policing powers to 

private entities and helps unions advance workplace organizing activities with taxpayer funds – a major concern.   

• Extensive new disclosure and recordkeeping requirements – along with fines – for businesses regarding pay, status, 

rates, and other documentation that would be particularly onerous for smaller businesses. This would be problematic 

for all businesses as they already must comply with state paystub and disclosure laws that could contradict new 

federal requirements.  

• Increasing the statute of limitations to as far as five years out, a length of time that makes recordkeeping more 

burdensome and extends liability to periods past when employers and workers can give reliable answers to questions 

posed by DOL.  

• Banning the use of voluntary arbitration in all instances under FLSA, a violation of contract freedom.   

If H.R. 7701 is enacted, the myriad of new requirements and costs would be destructive enough, but the expanded DOL 
powers and public funds going to entities such as unions in order to police businesses could drive significant levels of fear 
and mistrust toward DOL. Furthermore, businesses would have to monitor workers under increasingly watchful eyes, 
making jobs stressful and rigid for workers as a matter of survival for businesses who could be one honest mistake away 
from having to shutter their doors.  
 
Additionally, pay issues may not stem from employer error. Sometimes employees mistakenly fail to document hours 
properly despite efforts by businesses to train employees.  
 
To improve business compliance with FLSA, we instead see merit in reforms such as H.R. 5743, the Ensuring Workers Get 
PAID Act,1 which would establish a permanent version of the Payroll Audit Independent Determination (PAID) pilot 
program that began in March 2018 but was ended in January 2021. This program, which opens lines of communication for 
businesses to get assistance from DOL in fixing compensation issues, focuses on the most important outcomes - getting 
workers the compensation they are entitled to in a timely manner and helping to ensure businesses operate compliantly 
in the future, thereby avoid the need for DOL investigations in the first place. 
 
By allowing businesses to self-audit, report, and correct violations around overtime and regular wages, the Ensuring 
Workers Get PAID Act transforms DOL into a helpful resource for businesses trying to do the right thing. Contrast that with 
H.R. 7701 where DOL could be viewed as an adversary by many employers who fear the potential of being targeted or 
fined extensively for seeking assistance and trying to correct mistakes.  
 
Assistance and cooperation are no small matters for businesses who face not only the challenge of complying with FLSA 
and other federal labor laws, but a host of state and local ones as well. The cost of complying with DOL regulations alone 
was estimated to be $127 billion for Americans in 2021, for instance,2 with recent DOL changes to minimum wage, 
overtime rules, tip regulations, and independent contractor status─ just a few examples of shifting environment that 
honest businesses and workers face while complying with DOL regulations.3  
 
Independent contracting, which comprises the largest contingent of over 59 million freelancers,4 should also be noted as a 
particular source of concern if H.R. 7701 were enacted. Not only are self-employed workers and clients required to comply 
with different employment tests used by IRS, DOL, and other federal agencies, as well as differing state and local 
employment determinations, but the manner in which factors are used to determine the status of workers also changes. 
For instance, an FLSA independent contractor (IC) rule that was published on January 7, 2021 was delayed on March 4, 
2021, withdrawn on May 6, 2021, and then reinstated by a federal district court on March 14, 2022, which made the rule 
retroactively enforced back to March 8, 2021.5  

 
1 https://i4aw.org/resources/ensuring-workers-get-paid-act/  
2 See page 46 of CEI’s 10,000 Commandments. https://cei.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/06/Ten_Thousand_Commandments_2021.pdf  
3 See page 79. https://cei.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Ten_Thousand_Commandments_2021.pdf  
4 https://investors.upwork.com/news-releases/news-release-details/upwork-study-finds-59-million-americans-freelancing-amid  
5 https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/flsa/misclassification  
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With the changing landscape in mind, a business could face misclassification charges from DOL for contracting with an IC 
that it fully believed to be a compliant relationship based on its honest interpretation of laws and regulations. 
Unfortunately, DOL could destroy the livelihoods of millions of contractors and clients they work with through both 
extreme fines as well as the fear of breaking compliance – a sad reality for IC relationships which produce more job 
satisfaction and optimism than traditional employment.6   
 
H.R. 7701 would expand DOL’s enforcement of FLSA in an alarming and destructive manner. In enforcing DOL’s noble 
objective of ensuring businesses fairly compensate workers for their time on the job, we ask that you focus on greater 
cooperation and fair enforcement of labor laws, not punitive measures that stifle employment and worker flexibility.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Institute for the American Worker 
 
Americans for Prosperity 
 
Americans for Tax Reform 
 
Open Competition Center 
 
Mackinac Center for Public Policy  
 
Workers for Opportunity  
 
New Jobs America 
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